
 

Let's be what dillentral ferns
can be useful for To make contact
with the most familiar case let
us consider IRS with cartesian
coordinates f lag e c Rt For relativistic
applications consider also 42 with
coordinate It x g z

A basis far NDP B DX dg and dz
which we can group together as

L

A gewal 1 leeren A EMIR can then
be decomposed in coordinates as

A ydti A.de
with µ D 112 Ä NB 1123

Similarly for HER we have a basis

dandy dyndz das dx which we wire
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Far MIR'D we hure in addition

du dir

So any FENRIR can be decomposed es

F E Idtadt B dot
E I 443131123 vector Likes

For PHP the only basis dat is

dvd dt idyndz
while for Raus we in addition han

dte D8

let's compute some derivatives

Start from a 0ham KENN's

DX 8 1 dt tdxkdxtdghdyto.uaz

in dt Ex DE

1 four
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dtndttdgydyndttozpdzndttqltxdtndxtdgttxdyndxtq.lk

t
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Ä g dtadi
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2 form

DF 9g dyndtndxxczdz.net adz
1 n

dtBxdtidynfztQBxdxndysdtt.in

Es B dUdtfiI DIE Itself

So we found the equation
0 DE

is equivakt to the two homogeneous
Matured equations

I o no magnetic monopoles
end

D DI
of

This is automatically solved if we write



F as F DA in terms of a 1 farm
potential as DE da 0 Comparing
comports of F DA we find

F DU t Ä 3 Ix Ä
Again F does not change if we modify
A by a gauge transformation The danke

of a O form
F DIAT DX DA xd

For the components of A Atoll ne

find Gti Ä Ätna

What about the in homogenous Maxwell
equations

We need additional andere 0bar Hut
for an n dimensional manifold

dim MITM L

Lu dim N TIM
So these are isomorphic as rector spaces
For a fixed lothonormal basis we can

define an isomorphism Cholgeestar



MT M A KIM
by mapping to the missing directions nie

far Man far example

DE dir
D8 die
1 dvd

As it turns out this depends on the basis
chosen It can be made independent of
choices When we have a metric and
an orientation sorting of orthogonal basis
dents Recall that in the first
homework we also needed a metre to
write the inhomogeneous Maxwell equation
4M denFrg js
For A one finds

F B dtndx E.DE

Then DAF dgB.xdyndtndxt.dz 3xd7edtrdx
1

A Ex dtrdyndt dyExdxadye.ch



XI E dtnds D.EDU

The inhomogeneous Maxwell equations
5 E II Ex TAE I HEY

displaunt
www.J

are then in acht in

d F J
writhe the current density 3 farm

j Sdvd TI dt schi

From 0 02 F dj we get the

continuity equation lcmsrvationotd.gs

g I j
Finally the motion of a particle
in an electromagnetic field is encoded
in tue variational principle for the
action



8 Lan fühlt ix FEH dt

for paths wald lies D RIB

For couple we can an static guys
t.IN

We can tun integrate The gaye podium
a 1 fan our this path

fit A

Gott t Ä Hdz

hedttE.GE dt

But this is exactly the electromagnetic

antitation to the action It has a

geometric origin And gauge anime

is gin by Stoke's law

X fmlfI ttfdx fdtttkt.nu
kept firedAll these notions warte far gruel Carrion 4 manifolds
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gruel
Seefior an flows ad Cie dairch s

sadsgm.roHI
Detention A symplectic manifold is zu aim

a unfold X equipped with a

symplectic fan weiht that
is

i closed du 0

ii hon degrade w w f 0
h feels

rly W hon degenerate means in coordinates

W wie dein dj
that the matrxlwiiln.n.sn is antike

Skew diagonalization means that any
antisymmetric matrix can be brought
to

III
SHOCK

the non degenerate meins there are Ob
in the end



A non degenerate W provides as with

an identification of Tax with TEX
via

XP KW
Wm degumey ensures this is inedible

Darbont dweoiuphisthediayonaliaationca.be
daheim an open neighbourhood This is diht

lxcnnp KSTUE.se Where wurchreis an obstruction

1 let Q be on a dimensional
manifold Them X T Q is

symplectic with w define in

achtµ Lcd Die prouidig
Coordinates qi q

i

W

dqidpiwithldpit.ci
the dual basis of

d9 g
8

This is independent of the duty
since in a diht dnt 4 with
coordinates cgi

Dai
dat gg dir



while fi.IE9 7 G

so tue kransferention of di cancels

the transfusion of dpi

Physicists think of Q as configuration
space providig generalized coordinates
while TIQ contains canonical manta
w encodes the Canaria paining
X Q is caked Those space

2 1 52 IHR IHN together

with any non ranisky 2 farm
ey wohnen frm above embedding
is a symplectic manifold dato

by dimensional is hof of the
tarn X Q far some Q

this is the symplectic space
appropriate to describe spin

Def H X 3112 cPINK smooth is

called n Hamiltonian According
To the rennk above it defines



a Hamiltonian vector field
Xy defend via

DH 4 0

The flow of is the

solution to the equations of
Motion

NB W Kinematics H dynamics

exumpl en.AT Q with coordinates

q p and W E
dqindpi.wehwedHr.EE idgitIidPi



Now we need to find XI A

such that d ix u

Letts compete

w Eµ dtddqildpj kidpjff.li dgi
SF ö

2 dpi Xi dg

company coefficients zu tun
i OH Xi

dqi.xEE.fi
Finally write far 4 p E TAQ

KH pH E lk.pl

Them from 1,9 we read



t.kz 4YFqiPiH f afi EIgi

ji
OH

n Fi qi

These are Hamilton's equations
of motion q pl describes the
time evolution of a state that is

ap e THQ initially

King Liamine's them Far TER

E w w

pt infinitesimally

Eu Law
ix dw die W

d dt
0
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Def f X IR is called an obsua.IE

vB This is formerly the same as Handke
So there is also Xf
Far f g observables we can

define the Roissonbr

tff.ggiwlxf.lydfExgIlelTlNX L feumsalie
algebra is is antisymmetric
and obeys a Jacobi identity

Pf direct calculation

Wumm HEX IR induces a derivation
H an TEX

For f MIR

g EH f
DITA
X f

Eif Ito Hastig com



dl l

Nahrung Kt G be a lie group
with a symplectic action Gallon

Ee Kgaa g
that leans a Hamiltonian H X IR
invent ie.V gdi.gl H Then there
is a Winner map from 9 IG

D TITEL
such that AW is dgedddlut.co
and earned FIND MV

locally Xlv da Lu far du X 712

argfdakyifq.HU I SoD
is called an censured charge
By reversing the arrows in

g Ece

we can view this as a tmp

oft
called a momentum by www.mlic s



examples Canned month angular mute
engy sie homework

PI From the acta GA X
G x g

taue the deirdre at each

D of TX ie g TED

call this redervild V

From g war it follows by diltutration
lasdirekt_

0 Iv W indw dir W

der w

So set Mv w This is charly
hinan

From gttH H.it follows infinitesimally

as duration 0 VIA DH IV
WI µ
Mv Xx
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4.0 EIN D

Flows hi derivative

35 TK wenn alpin

A family of dilkomupz.es iterate

E Dux X
t 4

with ich

44 V

Äste Es f V s.to R
group how knit

is called a Hamiltonian flow At least

for compact X its existence is

guaranteed by standard ODE argents
finite atlas in each chart ODE
Smoothness shits
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197 4 E
t.to

V

II t.it N so ODE frakt

In coordinates UIK.q.si
ui Vi a

is an ODE C Lipsutz local exist e
and uniqueness Vpex 7 70 chop
flow oyid sfwtel E.es
Kept feile unter of ds Emin o

far global flow tu use group law
to extend to all TER

We can now use this flow to transport
tensors along it



Aus way we have means to
compare tensors at diht pants
This tun leads as to

DI live Ve TH M
its flow Now g WENN

cnn.tn vector fold

KWH f DEIN P

f v.v
Similar for other fuses In policing
we hm

Lvf Wolf
du LT t L T Fett LI

Lv K L 4 at Hfa



d du dvd

Tours at these properties define
Xv

NI Besides the exterior derivative which
does not have a direction but increases
the fair degree this is another

derivative which leaves the tensor

type intact
However it depends not only on a

vector at p bat on a vector
Süd ar its germ ie it is

not EMMI dinar

µ
W f Lu Wtf d V

Una Carton's formula Far des
V e MGM

der at er da
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